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Next-generation authentication standards such as FIDO2 are 
streamlining the user experience, but CISOs still need PKI to manage 
machine identity and trusted interactions across the enterprise.

Across industries, both public and private enterprises 

must focus on the fundamental need to prioritize an 

“identity-first” security approach to safeguard their 

digital operations. 

While CIOs and CISOs have already begun taking 

deliberate steps to adopt zero-trust security practices, 

this past year’s seismic shift in how and where people 

access corporate resources clearly exposed the 

urgent need to substantially upgrade the identity and 

authentication systems organization rely on.

That urgency isn’t likely to subside. The prospects of 

securing a widely dispersed workforce, and the wider 

reliance on personal equipment and networks, are 

likely to remain a permanent fact of life. According to 

a 2021 Gartner CIO survey, 64% of employees at their 

organizations are now able to work from home, and 

two-fifths are actually doing so.

But it’s not just people accessing enterprise resources. 

The transition to cloud-based services and the 

underlying automation supporting digital workloads 

have led to dramatic increases in the volume of non-

human entities — virtual machines, mobile devices, 

applications, containers, and IoT/OT devices — all 

seeking their own access to enterprise resources 

independent of the end user’s identity.

As a result, managing machine identities has become 

part of a larger push to engineer identity at the center 

of every digital interaction within today’s enterprises. 

So much so, that they now rank among the top 

security trends that CIOs and CISO need to stay ahead 

of in 2021, according to Gartner’s report.

It’s against this backdrop that a growing debate is 

taking place over the trajectories of two security tech-

nologies — the long-established PKI, or public-key 

infrastructure security, and newer-generation methods 

such as FIDO2 and Microsoft Windows Hello for Business. 

Each technology has certain advantages, depending on 

the use case. The bottom line for executives — especially 

those at government agencies and regulated industries: 

Both technologies will likely play essential roles in au-

thenticating who or what can access your organization’s 

resources. Ultimately, they’ll need to work together as IT 

environments continue to evolve. Consequently, under-

standing their respective strengths and applications will 

be important as organizations continue to move forward 

in establishing an identity-centric security environment.

THE PROS OF PKI AND FIDO2 

Public key infrastructure offers an elegant method 

for securing online communications between one 

person and another or between machines. PKI makes 

it possible to encrypt messages, documents and data 

targeted for a specific person or entity without sharing 

any secret. It also offers the ability to authenticate 

users and facilitate end-to-end communications over 

insecure networks like email, including the exchange 

of signed documents.

While maintaining a public key infrastructure has 

become increasingly complex as organizations 

distribute more of their operations into the cloud, PKI 

still provides enterprises a reliable way to transport 

data between applications and their servers securely. 

However, the complexity of PKI as an authenticator has 

prolonged the use of passwords across organizations.

That led to the establishment of the FIDO Alliance 

(Fast IDentity Online), in partnership with the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and the development 

of the Client-to-Authenticator Protocol (CTAP). Now in 

its second iteration, FIDO2 similarly relies on public key 

cryptography but streamlines the means for two-factor 

authentication, which allows “people” to identify and 

authenticate themselves to online services. 

Its biggest advantage is the ease with which users 

can enroll this simple authenticator to replace their 

passwords. Once users register with a website, the 

FIDO2 private key placed on their device eliminates 

the need to keep reentering a password. While 

would-be thieves theoretically can still set up fake 

accounts, FIDO2 protects users’ privacy, prevents 

stolen passwords from being used to gain access to an 

account, and works smoothly on web browsers such as 

Chrome, EDGE Chromium, Firefox and Safari.



ADDRESSING AUTHENTICATION HOLISTICALLY

The issue that enterprise CIOs and CISOs face, 

however, is that FIDO2 — and parallel authentication 

efforts at Microsoft and other tech vendors — only 

address the authentication portion of the trio of 

authentication, privacy, and authenticity requirements 

most enterprises must manage, cautions Jerome 

Becquart, Chief Operating Officer and CISO at Axiad, a 

leading trusted identity solutions provider.

Becquart is quick to acknowledge how FIDO2 and 

Windows Hello for Business can improve the way 

enterprises can authenticate people accessing cloud-

based applications.  

“But in reality, the newer technology still only 

addresses part of the use cases that enterprise 

CISOs worry about.  What about machines that are 

connected to your network — things like laptops, Wi 

Fi routers or servers? How do you authenticate them?  

FIDO and Windows Hello for Business won’t solve that 

alone,” he says.

It’s not just devices on the network that are at issue. 

Transactional workloads, where digital signatures are 

required, also require authentication certificates and 

the kind of authentication protocols that PKI was 

built to provide.

“The next cool thing is great, but it is only part of the 

story. PKI is still the only way to address machine 

identity. If someone tells you, ‘Forget about everything 

else, the only thing you need is your phone,’ that 

will only address part of your problem.  You’ll still 

have these gaps. And even your phone needs to be 

authenticated independently of the end user.” It’s 

important, he adds, “to look at all of your use cases in a 

holistic way, and then find a solution that addresses all 

of these challenges.”

GETTING FIDO2 AND PKI TO WORK TOGETHER

Fortunately, a lot of effort has gone into integrating 

authentication standards, prompted in part by the U.S. 

government’s challenges in implementing its own multi-

factor authentication initiatives more than a decade ago. 

Federal officials banked on agencies rolling out Personal 

Identity Verification (PIV) cards and the Department of 

Defense’s equivalent Common Access Card to access 

facilities and electronic systems.

While PKI-enabled PIV and CAC cards made sense at 

the time, when employees worked at assigned desks, 

they proved impractical for employees and contractors 

on the go. That eventually prompted a series of 

technical guides outlining ways to incorporate PKI and 

FIDO authentication and expand the authentication 

ecosystem across the federal government. Several 

of those resources still offer helpful guidance today, 

including the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology’s special publications 800-171 and 800-
63; and FIDO Alliance’s white paper, Leveraging 
FIDO Standards to Extend the PKI Security Model in 
United States Government Agencies.

By integrating PKI and FIDO methods, agencies and 

regulated industries can continue to rely on PKI as the 

preferred option, for those with desktop access and 

where apps easily integrate with PIV cards. At the same 

time, by using FIDO standards, they can accommodate 

contractors and temporary employees where PIV cards 

aren’t issued or available, or where applications are 

primarily mobile- or cloud-based.

The bigger questions for enterprises today, says John 

Babbidge, Chief Technology Officer at Axiad, is how 

best to achieve the benefits of PKI in today’s larger IT 

operating environments without the complexity.

“PKI is perceived as very difficult, which, if you’re 

setting up your own PKI, it can be.” says Babbidge. 

“But there are managed PKI and credential experts 

like Axiad who take the complexity of PKI policies, 

compliance, and management away from the 

customer, letting them concentrate on their core 

business. It’s important to wrap PKI with credentialing 

services that marry those systems, and the various 

types of devices customers might have, whether it’s 

mobile, TPMs [trusted platform modules], a YubiKey 

or a smart card. This approach can bridge that gap 

and take the complexity out of PKI and positions it 

as an important complement to next-generation 

credentials.”

Axiad in fact was awarded top cybersecurity sector 
honors in March for multiple solutions, including its 

unified identity credential management platform, 

called SMARTidentity, for best passwordless solution. 

Axiad Cloud also won top honors for multi-factor 

authentication as did Axiad Airlock for secure 

remote access.

The ability to manage multi-factor authentication 

will take on a larger role for companies looking to 

meet today’s Defense Department cybersecurity 

benchmark, the mandatory Cybersecurity Maturity 

Model Certification (CMMC), says Becquart. 

So will the importance for public and private sector 

enterprises to continue moving forward to adopt 

passwordless strategies.

By 2022, Gartner predicts that 60% of global companies, 

and 90% of mid-size businesses will use passwordless 

solutions to authenticate their users and devices. 

But whatever business enterprises are in, having an 

experienced partner who can rollout and manage MFA 

across their organization — and their broader base 

of partners and end-users — translates into greater 

chances for ensuring secure authentication. 

Newer technology still only 
addresses part of the use cases 
that enterprise CISOs worry about. 
PKI is still the only way to address 
machine identity.
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policies, compliance, and management 
away from the customer, letting them 
concentrate on their core business.
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